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The second book in Suzanne Collins's phenomenal and worldwide bestselling Hunger Games trilogy.
This digital collection includes all three books in Suzanne Collins's internationally bestselling Hunger Games trilogy together with The Ballad of Songbirds and Snakes. In the
ruins of a place once known as North America lies the nation of Panem, a shining Capitol surrounded by twelve outlying districts. The Capitol keeps the districts in line by
forcing them all to send one boy and one girl between the ages of twelve and eighteen to participate in the annual Hunger Games, a fight to the death on live TV...And the odds
are against all who play.With all four of Suzanne Collins's Hunger Games novels in one digital collection, you can step into the world of Panem with the 10th annual Hunger
Games, and continue all the way to the electrifying conclusion.
The ultimate companion guide to the blockbuster Hunger Games trilogy For all those who adore Katniss and Peeta, and can't get enough, this companion guide to the wildly
popular Hunger Games series is a must-read and a terrific gift. Go deeper into the post-apocalyptic world created by Suzanne Collins than you ever thought possible—an
alternative future where boys and girls are chosen from twelve districts to compete in "The Hunger Games," a televised fight-to-the-death. When sixteen-year-old Katniss learns
that her little sister has been chosen, Kat steps up to fight in her place—and the games begin. This unauthorized guide takes the reader behind the stage. The Hunger Games
Companion includes fascinating background facts about the action in all three books, a revealing biography of the author, and amazing insights into the series' main themes
and features--from the nature of evil, to weaponry and rebellions, to surviving the end of the world. It's everything fans have been hungering for since the very first book! This
book is not authorized by Suzanne Collins, Scholastic Press or anyone involved in the Hunger Games movie.
"A beautiful, poised, and thought-provoking debut about love, loss, coming out, and discovering living life on your own terms." —New York Times bestselling author Kathleen
Glasgow There are two things that Corinne Parker knows to be true: that she is in love with Maggie Bailey, the captain of the rival high school's cross-country team and her
secret girlfriend of a year, and that she isn't ready for anyone to know she's bisexual. But then Maggie dies, and Corinne quickly learns that the only thing worse than losing
Maggie is being left heartbroken over a relationship no one knows existed. And to make things even more complicated, the only person she can turn to is Elissa—Maggie's ex,
and the single person who understands how Corinne is feeling. As Corinne struggles to make sense of her grief and what she truly wants out of life, she begins to have feelings
for the last person she should fall for. But to move forward after losing Maggie, Corinne will have to learn to be honest with the people in her life...starting with herself.
A Novel
Love in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction
The Official Coloring Book
We Regret to Inform You
Fireborne
Voted America's Best-Loved Novel in PBS's The Great American Read Harper Lee's Pulitzer Prize-winning masterwork of honor and injustice in
the deep South—and the heroism of one man in the face of blind and violent hatred One of the most cherished stories of all time, To Kill a
Mockingbird has been translated into more than forty languages, sold more than forty million copies worldwide, served as the basis for an
enormously popular motion picture, and was voted one of the best novels of the twentieth century by librarians across the country. A
gripping, heart-wrenching, and wholly remarkable tale of coming-of-age in a South poisoned by virulent prejudice, it views a world of great
beauty and savage inequities through the eyes of a young girl, as her father—a crusading local lawyer—risks everything to defend a black man
unjustly accused of a terrible crime.
What if you could live again and again, until you got it right? On a cold and snowy night in 1910, Ursula Todd is born to an English banker
and his wife. She dies before she can draw her first breath. On that same cold and snowy night, Ursula Todd is born, lets out a lusty wail,
and embarks upon a life that will be, to say the least, unusual. For as she grows, she also dies, repeatedly, in a variety of ways, while the
young century marches on towards its second cataclysmic world war. Does Ursula's apparently infinite number of lives give her the power to
save the world from its inevitable destiny? And if she can -- will she? Darkly comic, startlingly poignant, and utterly original -- this is
Kate Atkinson at her absolute best.
From flamboyant Capitol fashion to the wild, earthy textures of the unforgiving arena, The World of the Hunger Games is rich with stunning
imagery. Between these pages you'll find intricate patterns, logos, and designs inspired by characters and scenes from all four The Hunger
Games films, inviting you to fill them with color. Unleash your imagination and add your own flair to Effie Trinket's outrageous outfits,
Katniss's trademark braids, Cinna's stunning creations, and, of course, the iconic Mockingjay. Both inspiring and relaxing, this gorgeous
coloring book is a must-have for any The Hunger Games fan.
When high-achiever Mischa is rejected from every college she applies to, she teams up with a group of hacker girls to find who altered her
transcript and set things right.
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Hunger Games
Glory Over Everything
The Postmistress
The Hunger Games Trilogy
Beyond The Kitchen House

Series information taken from publisher's website.
A “sweeping and raw story of courage, resilience, and clear-eyed grace” (Sara Gruen, #1 New York Times bestselling author) about a teenage girl’s fierce
struggle to reclaim her life from her abusive father in the vein of My Absolute Darling and Room. Fifteen-year-old equestrian prodigy Roan Montgomery
has only ever known two worlds: inside the riding arena, and outside of it. Both, for as long as she can remember, have been ruled by her father, who
demands strict obedience in all areas of her life. The warped power dynamic of coach and rider extends far beyond the stables, and Roan’s relationship
with her father has long been inappropriate. She has been able to compartmentalize that dark aspect of her life, ruthlessly focusing on her ambitions as
a rider heading for the Olympics, just as her father had done. However, her developing relationship with Will Howard, a boy her own age, broadens the
scope of her vision. “[A] heart-pounding, can’t-take-your-eyes-off-it debut novel” (O, The Oprah Magazine), Dark Horses explores the themes of abuse
and resilience in a way that will leave you transfixed. This is “a provoking and needed book” (Booklist, starred review).
Go deeper into the home of the Hunger Games with the creator of the best-known fan map of Panem • What does Panem look like? • How does Panem
define race? • How do Panem's districts reflect the major themes of the trilogy? • What allusions to our world are found in Panem names like Finnick,
Johanna, Beetee, Cinna, Everdeen, and Mellark? The Panem Companion gives fresh insight into Suzanne Collins' trilogy by looking at the world of the
Hunger Games and the forces that kept its citizens divided since the First Rebellion. With a blend of academic insight and true fan passion, V. Arrow
explores how Panem could have evolved from the America we know today and uses textual clues to piece together Panem's beliefs about class, ethnicity,
culture, gender, sexuality, and more. Includes an extensive name lexicon and color-illustrated unofficial map
When a new, chatty, young couple and their two daughters move in next door, Ove's well-ordered, solitary world turns upside down.
The Ballad of Songbirds and Snakes (A Hunger Games Novel)
Dark Horses
A Guide Book, Questions and Answer, Mystery of Hunger Games,Mockingjay,Catching Fire
The Unauthorized Guide to the Series
A Man Called Ove
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER * The author of The Devil in the White City and Dead Wake delivers an intimate chronicle of Winston Churchill
and London during the Blitz--an inspiring portrait of courage and leadership in a time of unprecedented crisis "One of [Erik Larson's] best
books yet . . . perfectly timed for the moment."--Time * "A bravura performance by one of America's greatest storytellers."--NPR NAMED ONE
OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY The New York Times Book Review * Time * Vogue * NPR * The Washington Post * Chicago Tribune * The Globe &
Mail * Fortune * Bloomberg * New York Post * The New York Public Library * Kirkus Reviews * LibraryReads * PopMatters On Winston Churchill's
first day as prime minister, Adolf Hitler invaded Holland and Belgium. Poland and Czechoslovakia had already fallen, and the Dunkirk
evacuation was just two weeks away. For the next twelve months, Hitler would wage a relentless bombing campaign, killing 45,000 Britons. It
was up to Churchill to hold his country together and persuade President Franklin Roosevelt that Britain was a worthy ally--and willing to
fight to the end. In The Splendid and the Vile, Erik Larson shows, in cinematic detail, how Churchill taught the British people "the art of
being fearless." It is a story of political brinkmanship, but it's also an intimate domestic drama, set against the backdrop of Churchill's
prime-ministerial country home, Chequers; his wartime retreat, Ditchley, where he and his entourage go when the moon is brightest and the
bombing threat is highest; and of course 10 Downing Street in London. Drawing on diaries, original archival documents, and once-secret
intelligence reports--some released only recently--Larson provides a new lens on London's darkest year through the day-to-day experience of
Churchill and his family: his wife, Clementine; their youngest daughter, Mary, who chafes against her parents' wartime protectiveness; their
son, Randolph, and his beautiful, unhappy wife, Pamela; Pamela's illicit lover, a dashing American emissary; and the advisers in Churchill's
"Secret Circle," to whom he turns in the hardest moments. The Splendid and the Vile takes readers out of today's political dysfunction and
back to a time of true leadership, when, in the face of unrelenting horror, Churchill's eloquence, courage, and perseverance bound a
country, and a family, together.
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Single mother Jenny Lucas must find caregivers who will raise her five-year-old daughter when she's gone. Returning to her hometown in North
Carolina, she's forced to mend relations with two possible custodians: the baby's father, who doesn't know he has a child, and her own coldhearted father.
In winning a medal she is no longer there to receive, a tight-lipped little Polish girl teaches her classmates a lesson. Includes a note
from the author's daughter, Helena Estes.
Standing in opposition to a class assignment to debate Hitler's Final Solution, seniors Cade and Logan become embroiled in turmoil involving
their teacher, principal, Commissioner of Education, white supremacists, and their entire community.
The Assignment
Landscape with Invisible Hand
Sunrise Over Fallujah
Bird on Fire
Year of the Jungle: Memories from the Home Front
This beautiful hardcover box set includes all three books in Suzanne Collins's internationally bestselling Hunger Games trilogy together with The Ballad
of Songbirds and Snakes. In the ruins of a place once known as North America lies the nation of Panem, a shining Capitol surrounded by twelve outlying
districts. The Capitol keeps the districts in line by forcing them all to send one boy and one girl between the ages of twelve and eighteen to
participate in the annual Hunger Games, a fight to the death on live TV... And the odds are against all who play. With all four of Suzanne Collins's
Hunger Games novels in one box set, you can step into the world of Panem with the 10th annual Hunger Games, and continue all the way to the electrifying
conclusion.
National Book Award winner M. T. Anderson returns to future Earth in a sharply wrought satire of art and truth in the midst of colonization. When the
vuvv first landed, it came as a surprise to aspiring artist Adam and the rest of planet Earth — but not necessarily an unwelcome one. Can it really be
called an invasion when the vuvv generously offered free advanced technology and cures for every illness imaginable? As it turns out, yes. With his
parents’ jobs replaced by alien tech and no money for food, clean water, or the vuvv’s miraculous medicine, Adam and his girlfriend, Chloe, have to get
creative to survive. And since the vuvv crave anything they deem classic Earth culture (doo-wop music, still life paintings of fruit, true love),
recording 1950s-style dates for the vuvv to watch in a pay-per-minute format seems like a brilliant idea. But it’s hard for Adam and Chloe to sell true
love when they hate each other more with every passing episode. Soon enough, Adam must decide how far he’s willing to go — and what he’s willing to
sacrifice — to give the vuvv what they want.
A comprehensive and compelling guide to Suzanne Collins's bestselling young-adult, dystopian trilogy The Hunger Games, Catching Fire and Mockingjay.
Already a publishing phenomenon to rival Harry Potter (over 50 million copies sold), the four blockbuster movies starring Jennifer Lawrence have grossed
almost $3 billion dollars at the box office. Suzanne Collins has created a series of characters and situations that have struck a chord not only with
the target audience of teenagers, but which have also drawn in adult readers: the series is second only to Harry Potter in NPR's popular poll of the Top
100 Teen Novels. Robb explores themes in The Hunger Games, and the influences and inspirations that lie behind the books, highlighting where Suzanne
Collins has drawn on mythology and history, reshaping them to fit her universe. He examines the characters and situations created in the book and how
these have impacted on the books' largely teen readership. He also looks at reactions to the books from fans and critics, both acclaim and criticisms
faced by the author. Robb chronicles the adaptation of The Hunger Games from acclaimed, best-selling novel to blockbusting film. With a script by
Suzanne Collins herself, the film has made stars of Jennifer Lawrence as Collins' heroine Katniss Everdeen, Josh Hutcherson as Peeta Mellark and Liam
Hemsworth as Gale Hawthorne.
NEW YORK TIMES bestselling author Suzanne Collins has created a deeply moving autobiographical picture book about a father who must go off to the war in
Vietnam -- and the daughter who stays behind.When young Suzy's father leaves for Vietnam, she struggles to understand what this means for her and her
family. What is the jungle like? Will her father be safe? When will he return? The months slip by, marked by the passing of the familiar holidays and
the postcards that her father sends. With each one, he feels more and more distant, until Suzy isn't sure she'd even recognize her father anymore.This
heartfelt and accessible picture book by Suzanne Collins, the NEW YORK TIMES bestselling author of the Hunger Games series, is accompanied by James
Proimos's sweet and funny illustrations. This picture book will speak to any child who has had to spend time away from a parent.
The Splendid and the Vile
Catching Fire (Hunger Games, Book Two)
The Hundred Dresses
Hunger Games 4-Book Hardcover Box Set (the Hunger Games, Catching Fire, Mockingjay, the Ballad of Songbirds and Snakes)
The Hunger Games Companion
Robin "Birdy" Perry, a new army recruit from Harlem, isn't quite sure why he joined the army, but he's sure where he's headed: Iraq. Birdy and the others in the Civilian Affairs Battalion are supposed to help secure
and stabilize the country and successfully interact with the Iraqi people. Officially, the code name for their maneuvers is Operation Iraqi Freedom. But the young men and women in the CA unit have a simpler name
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for it:WAR
"Fleeing her strict grandmother's home in 1963 Mississippi, 9-year-old Starla Claudelle becomes an unlikely companion to an African-American woman at whose side she learns harsh lessons about period
segregation and family. By the RITA-winning author of Back Roads. 50,000 first printing."
Ambition will fuel him. Competition will drive him. But power has its price. It is the morning of the reaping that will kick off the tenth annual Hunger Games. In the Capitol, eighteen-year-old Coriolanus Snow is
preparing for his one shot at glory as a mentor in the Games. The once-mighty house of Snow has fallen on hard times, its fate hanging on the slender chance that Coriolanus will be able to outcharm, outwit, and
outmaneuver his fellow students to mentor the winning tribute. The odds are against him. He's been given the humiliating assignment of mentoring the female tribute from District 12, the lowest of the low. Their
fates are now completely intertwined - every choice Coriolanus makes could lead to favor or failure, triumph or ruin. Inside the arena, it will be a fight to the death. Outside the arena, Coriolanus starts to feel for his
doomed tribute . . . and must weigh his need to follow the rules against his desire to survive no matter what it takes.
Continues the story of Jamie Pyke, son of a slave and the master of Tall Oaks plantation, whose deadly secret compels him to take a treacherous journey through the Underground Railroad.
Hunger Games 4-Book Digital Collection (The Hunger Games, Catching Fire, Mockingjay, The Ballad of Songbirds and Snakes)
The World of the Hunger Games
Gregor the Overlander
The Story of Joan of Arc
Beyond the Myth
The Hunger Games is the opening title in a novel series that also constitutes Catching Fire and Mocking jay. The three titles are jointly referred to as Hunger Games Trilogy. The
first novel was listed as a New York Times Best Seller as well as the New York Times notable book of 2008. The series has garnered major praise from several writers, including
Stephanie Meyer and Stephen King. The Guide To Hunger Games Trilogy presents an engaging way to probe into the enthralling world of the popular young adult novel series
authored by Suzanne Collins. The resourceful solution offers interpretative insight into the trilogy's captivating escapades; starting with a detailed profiling of all the main
characters in the series. For each title in the trilogy, a summary of the novel and a set of solved discussion questions are presented. The Hunger Games guide includes a thirtypoint summary of the key differences between the book and its film adaptation. To assist the avid readers understand the idea behind the two sequels, a comprehensive
description of the 'secret' of each title is included, as well as discussions of other contemporary themes in each book. Why Do I Need This Guide? This must-have guide is a perfect
companion for anyone looking for a vivid introduction to the story or just seeking to construe the most noteworthy aspects of Hunger Games Trilogy. The interactive 'Book Club
Discussion Questions and Answers' offer a valuable means of gauging the reader's interpretation of the book on a Q&A basis. Each question is accompanied by a comprehensive
solution; such as the reason behind a character's action or an interpretation of a particular event or reaction in the adventure. This vital guide also includes reflection questions to
assist the reader in exploring the connection between the trilogy and today's contemporary society.
Places the life of the fifteenth-century girl who has become a French national symbol within the social, religious, and political context of her time.
Phoenix, Arizona is one of America's fastest growing metropolitan regions. It is also its least sustainable one, sprawling over a thousand square miles, with a population of four
and a half million, minimal rainfall, scorching heat, and an insatiable appetite for unrestrained growth and unrestricted property rights. In Bird on Fire, eminent social and cultural
analyst Andrew Ross focuses on the prospects for sustainability in Phoenix--a city in the bull's eye of global warming--and also the obstacles that stand in the way. Most authors
writing on sustainable cities look at places that have excellent public transit systems and relatively high density, such as Portland, Seattle, or New York. But Ross contends that if
we can't change the game in fast-growing, low-density cities like Phoenix, the whole movement has a major problem. Drawing on interviews with 200 influential residents--from
state legislators, urban planners, developers, and green business advocates to civil rights champions, energy lobbyists, solar entrepreneurs, and community activists--Ross
argues that if Phoenix is ever to become sustainable, it will occur more through political and social change than through technological fixes. Ross explains how Arizona's
increasingly xenophobic immigration laws, science-denying legislature, and growth-at-all-costs business ethic have perpetuated social injustice and environmental degradation.
But he also highlights the positive changes happening in Phoenix, in particular the Gila River Indian Community's successful struggle to win back its water rights, potentially
shifting resources away from new housing developments to producing healthy local food for the people of the Phoenix Basin. Ross argues that this victory may serve as a new
model for how green democracy can work, redressing the claims of those who have been aggrieved in a way that creates long-term benefits for all. Bird on Fire offers a compelling
take on one of the pressing issues of our time--finding pathways to sustainability at a time when governments are dismally failing in their responsibility to address climate
change.
The greatly anticipated final book in the New York Times bestselling Hunger Games trilogy by Suzanne Collins.
The Panem Companion
The Hunger Games
Your Favorite Authors on Suzanne Collins' Hunger Games Trilogy
Mockingjay (Hunger Games, Book Three)
The Hunger Games: Special Edition

Sixteen-year-old Malencia (Cia) Vale is chosen to participate in The Testing to attend the University; however, Cia is fearful when she figures out her friends who do not pass The Testing are
disappearing. 100,000 first printing.
The stunning Hunger Games trilogy is complete! The extraordinary, ground breaking New York Times bestsellers The Hunger Games and Catching Fire, along with the third book in The
Hunger Games trilogy by Suzanne Collins, Mockingjay, are available for the first time ever in e-book. Stunning, gripping, and powerful.
This Special Edition of The Hunger Games includes the most extensive interview SuzannePage
Collins
has given since the publication of The Hunger Games; an absorbing behind-the-scenes look
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at the creation of the series; an engaging archival conversation between Suzanne Collins and YA legend Walter Dean Myers on writing about war; and a timeline of highlights from the first ten
years of The Hunger Games. The Special Edition answers many questions fans have had over the years, and gives great insight into the creation of this era-defining work. In the ruins of a
place once known as North America lies the nation of Panem, a shining Capitol surrounded by twelve outlying districts. The Capitol is harsh and cruel and keeps the districts in line by forcing
them all to send one boy and one girl between the ages of twelve and eighteen to participate in the annual Hunger Games, a fight to the death on live TV. Sixteen-year-old Katniss Everdeen
regards it as a dea
Experience World War 2 through the eyes of two very different women in this captivating New York Times bestseller by the author of The Guest Book. “A beautifully written, thought-provoking
novel.”—Kathryn Stockett, #1 New York Times bestselling author of The Help In 1940, Iris James is the postmistress in coastal Franklin, Massachusetts. Iris knows more about the
townspeople than she will ever say, and believes her job is to deliver secrets. Yet one day she does the unthinkable: slips a letter into her pocket, reads it, and doesn't deliver it. Meanwhile,
Frankie Bard broadcasts from overseas with Edward R. Murrow. Her dispatches beg listeners to pay heed as the Nazis bomb London nightly. Most of the townspeople of Franklin think the war
can't touch them. But both Iris and Frankie know better... The Postmistress is a tale of two worlds-one shattered by violence, the other willfully na ve—and of two women whose job is to deliver
the news, yet who find themselves unable to do so. Through their eyes, and the eyes of everyday people caught in history's tide, it examines how stories are told, and how the fact of war is
borne even through everyday life.
The Book of Ivy
Whistling Past the Graveyard
An Unofficial Guide to Suzanne Collins' Hunger Games, From Mellark Bakery to Mockingjays
Lessons from the World's Least Sustainable City
Who I Was with Her

Includes 3 brand new essays on Gale, the Games, and Mockingjay! **Already read the first edition of The Girl Who Was on Fire? Look
for The Girl Who Was on Fire - Booster Pack to get just the three new essays and the extra movie content.** Katniss Everdeen's
adventures may have come to an end, but her story continues to blaze in the hearts of millions worldwide. In The Girl Who Was on
Fire - Movie Edition, sixteen YA authors take you back to the world of the Hunger Games with moving, dark, and funny pieces on
Katniss, the Games, Gale and Peeta, reality TV, survival, and more. From the trilogy's darker themes of violence and social
control to fashion and weaponry, the collection's exploration of the Hunger Games reveals exactly how rich, and how perilous,
Panem, and the series, really is. • How does the way the Games affect the brain explain Haymitch's drinking, Annie's distraction,
and Wiress' speech problems? • What does the rebellion have in common with the War on Terror? • Why isn't the answer to “Peeta or
Gale?" as interesting as the question itself? • What should Panem have learned from the fates of other hedonistic societies
throughout history—and what can we? CONTRIBUTORS: Jennifer Lynn Barnes, Mary Borsellino, Sarah Rees Brennan, Terri Clark, Bree
Despain, Adrienne Kress, Sarah Darer Littman, Cara Lockwood, Elizabeth M. Rees, Carrie Ryan, Ned Vizzini, Lili Wilkinson, Blythe
Woolston, Diana Peterfreund (NEW), Brent Hartinger (NEW), Jackson Pearce (NEW)
Arthur de Caldicot, on his way to becoming a man, witnesses the horrors of the Fourth Crusade in Venice and Zara, as well as the
downfall of King Arthur's court, in his seeing stone.
Discover the New York Times bestseller that SLJ called “A fantastic plot that makes readers think about the blurred lines between
right and wrong.” After a brutal nuclear war, the United States was left decimated. A small group of survivors eventually banded
together, but only after more conflict over which family would govern the new nation. The Westfalls lost. Fifty years later, peace
and control are maintained by marrying the daughters of the losing side to the sons of the winning group in a yearly ritual. This
year, it is my turn. My name is Ivy Westfall, and my mission is simple: to kill the president’s son—my soon-to-be husband—and
return the Westfall family to power. But Bishop Lattimer is either a very skilled actor or he’s not the cruel, heartless boy my
family warned me to expect. He might even be the one person in this world who truly understands me. But there is no escape from my
fate. I am the only one who can restore the Westfall legacy. Because Bishop must die. And I must be the one to kill him... The
Book of Ivy series is best enjoyed in order. Reading Order: Book #1 The Book of Ivy Book #2 The Revolution of Ivy
When eleven-year-old Gregor falls through a grate in the laundry room of his apartment building, he hurtles into the dark
Underland, where spiders, rats and giant cockroaches coexist uneasily with humans. This world is on the brink of war, and Gregor's
arrival is no accident. Gregor has a vital role to play in the Underland's uncertain future.
Crossing Oceans
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Life After Life
To Kill a Mockingbird
The Girl Who Was on Fire (Movie Edition)
The Testing
Pursuing a romantic relationship with an android in spite of prejudices in late-21st-century Los Angeles, Eliot is shattered when Iris is kidnapped and disassembled, an act that prompts Eliot
to restore Iris' parts and exact revenge on her attackers. A first novel.
The Hunger Games TrilogyA Guide Book, Questions and Answer, Mystery of Hunger Games,Mockingjay,Catching FireCreatespace Independent Publishing Platform
The Hunger Games is on fire. This series of novels and movies is attracting millions. Jane Wells offers an exciting new perspective on novelist Suzanne Collins' complex world. Readers and
moviegoers, young and old, continue to cheer for her hero Katniss Everdeen, a teenager fighting forces of injustice in a bleak future version of our world. Now, Jane Wells delves into this
dystopian realm from a Christian perspective, exploring themes of social justice, transformation and unlikely heroism. In the novels and movies, Katniss is not content with the tragically
unjust world in which she finds herself. Instead, she is on fire for justice and transformed by the love and loss she encounters. Jane Wells' new book, Bird on Fire, is thought-provoking for
the individual reader, but the chapters also feature discussion questions, making this book an excellent option for small group study. The book opens with a description of the Mockingjay, the
revolutionary symbol of hope that gives the second book in The Hunger Games trilogy its title. Jane Wells recounts several other tales of "unlikely heroes" from The Hunger Games (often
paralleled by examples from scripture), including Katniss' own journey. Katniss risks her life to fight for justice. When Katniss emerges from the arena, she finds herself changed. She
witnesses the death of her friend, Rue, and she experiences things no teenager should have to encounter. She also learns to appreciate the differences in those around her. Wells invites
readers to reflect on these eye-opening experiences of love and loss, both in The Hunger Games-and in readers' our own lives. Then, Jane Wells invites us to take action. The fictional world
of Panem is full of inequality and desperation-and Katniss fights desperately to make her world better for everyone. Wells guides us through issues of social justice featured in The Hunger
Games, inviting us to model our actions on Katniss Everdeen-and our faith.
First in the ground-breaking HUNGER GAMES trilogy, this new foiled edition of THE HUNGER GAMES is available for a limited period of time. Set in a dark vision of the near future, a
terrifying reality TV show is taking place. Twelve boys and twelve girls are forced to appear in a live event called The Hunger Games. There is only one rule: kill or be killed. When sixteenyear-old Katniss Everdeen steps forward to take her younger sister's place in the games, she sees it as a death sentence. But Katniss has been close to death before. For her, survival is second
nature.
King of the Middle March
A Saga of Churchill, Family, and Defiance During the Blitz
A Brief Guide To The Hunger Games
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